All men are created equal.
I agree    Partly Agree    Disagree (circle one) because

Signature (remember: this tells others that you agree with and support this statement!)

Everyone has a basic human right to be alive, to be free, and to make choices that bring them happiness.
I agree    Partly Agree    Disagree (circle one) because

Signature (remember: this tells others that you agree with and support this statement!)

The purpose of government is to protect these rights.
I agree    Partly Agree    Disagree (circle one) because

Signature (remember: this tells others that you agree with and support this statement!)

If people don’t believe that their government is allowing them to have these rights, then they have a right to change or even overthrow that government.
I agree    Partly Agree    Disagree (circle one) because

Signature (remember: this tells others that you agree with and support this statement!)